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Philosophy in Schools: The Cal-State, Long Beach Program

Debbie Whittaker

The Center for the Advancement of Philosophy in the Schools (CAPS) is a philosophy outreach program founded in 2000 and housed at California State University, Long Beach (CSULB). Upper-division and graduate-level philosophy majors enroll in Philosophy in Education, which meets once a week for three hours. The students spend the first five weeks learning pedagogical skills, and do some practice teaching in class. They are then paired with local teachers in the community, including elementary, middle school, and high school.

Once a week the university students “do” philosophy with the public school students. They engage in philosophy games, thought experiments, role-playing, drawing/art activities, journal writing, small group discussions, all in an effort to raise philosophical awareness and critical thinking among the K–12 students.

The Philosophy in Education course requirements include writing a term paper, writing journals reflecting on their public school experiences, presenting a formal lesson to the class, creating three original lesson plans, and writing an article for submission to Questions Magazine. Class time is also spent on problem-solving, lesson planning and feedback, and philosophical discussion.

The goals of the CAPS program include: Increased student scores on critical thinking and reasoning tests; improved student involvement in class discussions and activities; and creating a classroom environment that encourages critical, creative, and philosophical writing and thinking.

Further information, including a history of CAPS, can be found in “Integrating Philosophy for Children and Young Adults into the Public Schools: Tales from Long Beach, California” by Sara Goering and Debbie Whittaker in Theory and Research in Education Vol. 5(3), 2007, pp. 341–355, Sage Publications.

The editorial board generally agreed that this reflection is a fine illustration of how philosophical teaching and dialogue is a two-way street. Many who would acknowledge this to be the case with graduate students and bright undergraduates would think it to be less the case with pre-college students. As this piece and others published in prior issues of Questions indicate, we should not underestimate the capabilities of pre-college students to reflect upon classic philosophical works and themes, nor their capacity for novel thought.—Editors

Life Is a Journey . . .

Maryann Krikorian

My partner and I ended our last philosophy lesson with the topic question of, “what is personal identity?” At the corner of the classroom there was a boy who sat patiently listening to the discussion. The discussion was moving rapidly. Students battled with one another over the basis of personal identity; was it distinguished patiently listening to the discussion. The discussion was moving rapidly. Students battled with one another over the basis of personal identity; was it distinguished by our personality or by our appearance? I could tell by the boy’s body language he was just waiting for the perfect moment to share his thoughts about the topic. Once the debate simmered down, the boy calmly raised his hand. When I called on him to share, the boy simply replied, “Life is a journey . . . and along the way you figure yourself out, maybe for better or for worse.” At first, I didn’t make a correlation with his comment and the material we were discussing as a class. I simply thanked him for his participation and moved on to the next student who had their hand up waiting to be called upon.
After leaving the classroom that day I was still pondering the boy’s comment. The comment was such a unique interpretation of the discussion that it had me thinking all day; and then it dawned on me! The majority of the students were coming to the conclusion that personal identity was based on a person’s personality. If the theory the students concluded was hypothetically correct then who we are is defined by multiple factors, such as environmental influences. My immediate response to that would be, through a combination of time and trial and error we learn to be “better” people. Up until this point, I hadn’t thought much about the possibility of evolving into a “worse” person.

I have always believed that people are innately good. People may do bad things, for reasons unknown, but the nature of their being is not to be evil. The boy stated his comment with a tone of bittersweet serenity. I then realized that I thought people were innately good because it made me comfortable to think so. It was comforting to know that people don’t mean to intentionally cause harm to one another. However, the reality of it was that my ideology could be incorrect. Philosophy is about finding and creating your own understanding of things by observing the world and critically examining it. I then concluded that because everyone experiences a totally different aspect of life we will examine and observe the world in a different light. Philosophy will always be relative to a person, and there will always be questions with abstract answers we will not know for certain. To accept this understanding was to feel the bittersweet serenity I felt in the boy’s words that day in the classroom. It was a bitter feeling because we would never have a direct answer to all our questions, and it was a sweet serenity because the fact that we will never have a direct answer to all our questions was our answer in itself.

I entered the classroom as a “philosophy facilitator,” and I left that class as an equal. In the end I was just as much of a student as he was a teacher. I was taught something I never paid much mind to before, and I realized that the teachings of philosophy have no boundaries. It didn’t matter that I was a college student working on a minor in philosophy. A ninth grade boy was just as much of a philosopher as I was.

### Personal Identity

Brandon T. Minnis

As with most things new, it can be nerve racking to experience the unknown. My first lesson doing philosophy with ninth graders was just that: nerve racking. I cannot remember the last time I was undergoing such anxiety. I had prepared a lesson that was different from the other philosophy students. Most of them were starting with a “what is philosophy” lesson. Although explaining the definition of philosophy is a good place to start, I felt that having the students practice philosophy would be most beneficial for them. Students are often given definitions and rules to follow. I felt that by allowing them to think critically when faced with a philosophical idea without any sort of constraint, it would permit them to explore all the possibilities on their own. When given rules, we are all apt to following them. Philosophy is about defying rules; it is about making loopholes and discovering problems. I chose for my first lesson to be a discussion on personal identity, and to dive right into philosophical problems.

The first thing I did after being introduced to the class was to ask them to write their names on a piece of paper folded “hot dog” style. The next thing I had them do was to write any name they wished to be called by on the back. At first, there was hesitation in the students. They were not sure what I was asking of them so I encouraged creativity and explained that they could pick anything they wanted. I made a joke saying that if they wanted to they could just draw a circle and I would call on them as “picture of a circle.” One student actually wrote the word triangle and as I was calling upon as “Triangle.” My idea behind this was to help me in two ways. The first was to simply draw some sort of distinction between twenty-five ninth graders I was being exposed to all at once. For me it was easier to remember a name like “Captain Lightning.” It also shows a lot about a person—the name they chose for themselves—giving me a quick way to learn about the student. The other reason was to help me show that names do not tell us what personal identity is. The other set-up I used was a technique I use for myself to help creative thought. I had the class close their eyes and take deep breaths for a minute or so. This calmed them and immediately focused them on what I was saying. Throughout the lecture when the
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